
Making wildlife teats using wooden moulds 
Make sure you work in a well ventilated room. Latex has strong fumes. 
 

1. Collect one plastic milk bottle top for each mould and make a smallish hole in the middle. Slip 
the bottle top over the metal stem of the mould face up. This catches any latex run off that will 
clog up the holes in your stand. 

2. Rub cornflour well over your mould, this helps to get the latex off at the end 
3. Pour some of your latex in a long slim jar. Don’t fill up the jar and a jar without a lip is better. 

Angle the jar about 60 degrees and roll your mould in the latex so it is well covered and insert 
in your stand. Keep going until all moulds are ‘dipped’. Don’t worry if the latex does not look 
even it will balance itself out.  

4. Screw the lid tightly on your dipping jar or the latex in your will dry up in a couple of hours as 
will your moulds 

5. Once dry dip again NO cornflour this time 
6. I usually dip two times for very young pinkies, three times for general use and four times for 

the larger Eastern grey joeys over 5 kg and larger wallabies as they often have great suction. 
Some animals though hate the four dipped teats so you will have to be flexible here. 

7. Once you have finished your dips and your moulds are dry again, rub well with cornflour. 
8. Cut the latex that has dripped down with sharp scissors around the base of the wood on your 

mould and slip off the bottle cap. Then roll back the latex from the mould gently. 
9. Keep rolling back and voila you have made your first teat. In the beginning you will be all 

fingers and get latex everywhere but very quickly that won’t be the case. 
10. Cut the raggedy bottom of your teats off just below the ridge that grips the bottle rim. Store in 

a plastic bag in the freezer. Storing in the freezer will keep your teats fresh indefinitely and the 
latex will not deteriorate. 

11. Get the latex out of your milk bottle tops with a knife when dry and start again. 
 
TIP: If you use your moulds constantly, varnishing them will protect the wood from deteriorating due to 
the moisture in the latex 


